
Kempsford Progression in Historical skills, knowledge and understanding  

Year group EYFS 1/2 3/4 5/6 

Subject specific 
vocabulary  

- Long ago  
- Past 
- Present 
- Future 
- Now  
- Then 
- Remember 
- Timeline  
- Order  

Same as EYFS plus: 
- History/Historian 
- Artefact 
- Century  
- Chronological order 
- Living memory 
- Memories 
- Historical event 
- Significant  
- Opinion 
- Fact 
- Source 
- Interpret 
- Enquire/enquiry 
- Research 
- Evidence 
- Impact 
- Experts 
- Recent 
- Lifetime 
- Similarities 
- Differences  
- Compare  

Same as previous year groups plus: 
- era/period 
- BCE (before common era) 
- CE – (common era) 
- BC – (before Christ) 
- AD (Anno Domini) 
- Archaeology 
- Archaeologists 
- Museum 
- Pre-history  
- Bias 
- Excavate 
- Effects 
- Consequences 
- Change  
- Continuity 
- Cause/causation 
- Infer 
- Suggest 
- Conclusion 
- Civilisation  
- empire 

Same as previous year groups 
plus:  
- primary source/evidence 
- secondary source/evidence 
- reliable 
- extent of change 
- extent of continuity 
- evaluate 
- reliable  
- eye-witness 
- Monarchy 
- Legacy 
- Ambiguous 
- Consequences 
- Omits 
- Decade  
- Peasantry  

 

Chronological 
understanding  

- Children talk 
about past and 
present events in 
the lives of 
themselves and 
their family  

- Recognise the difference 
between past and present 

- Order and sequence events 
and objects 

- Identify some differences 
and similarities  

- Use common terms and 
phrases about the passing 
of time correctly  

- Understand where the time 
being studied fits on a timeline 
and demonstrate an awareness 
that the past can be divided 
into different time periods 

- Use some dates and historical 
terms when ordering events 
and objects 

- Know and sequence key 
events of times studied 

- Use relevant terms and labels 
for time periods 

- Make comparisons between 
different times in the past 

- Use dates and historical 
terms to sequence different 
events and periods in time 
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- Recognise that their own 
lives are different/similar to 
those in the past  

-  

- Sequence several events or 
artefacts 

- Explore changes and trends 
over time  

- Identify where people and 
events fit into a chronological 
framework  

- Explore links and contrasts 
between different time periods 

- Understand more complex 
terms such as BC/AD 

- Identify where people, places 
and periods of time fit in a 
chronological framework  

- Describe and analyse links 
and contrasts within and 
across different periods of 
time including short-term and 
long-term scales 

- Develop chronologically 
secure knowledge of the 
events and periods of time 
studied.  

Knowledge and 
understanding 
of events in the 
past  

- Children talk 
about past and 
present events in 
the lives of 
themselves and 
their family 

- Recognise the difference 
between the past and 
present in their own and 
others lives 

- Know and recount events 
and stories from the past  

- Recognise why people did 
things, why events 
happened and what the 
result was  

- Identify similarities and 
differences between ways 
of life at different times 

- Compare time periods studied 
to our lives today  

- Identify reasons for and the 
result of people’s actions 

- Understand why people may 
have wanted to do something  

- Identify key features and 
significant events of the time 
being studied 

- Look for links and effects in the 
time studied 

- Offer a reasonable explanation 
for some events that happened 
in the time being studied. 

- Examine causes and results of 
significant events and the 
impact they had on people 

- Compare life in the early and 
late times studied 

- Compare an aspect of life 
with the same aspect from 
another time period 

- Compare beliefs and 
behaviour with another time 
studied 

- Understand continuity and 
change 

- Know characters, key dates 
and events of time studied 

- Write another explanation of 
a past event in terms of cause 
and effect using evidence to 
support their ideas  
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Historical 
interpretation 

- Children know 
similarities and 
differences 
between 
themselves and 
others  

- Make simple observations 
about different people, 
their beliefs and events  

- Use stories to distinguish 
between fact and fiction 

- Compare two versions of a 
past event 

- Compare pictures, 
photographs, artefacts of 
people/events in the past  

- Discuss reliability of the 
sources they observe  

- Identify, give reasons for and 
describe different ways that 
the past is represented 

- Compare sources and different 
versions of the same story  

- Look at the representations of 
the time period from 
museums, cartoons etc  

- Understand and recognise that 
our knowledge of the past is 
taken from different sources of 
information  

- Recognise that different 
versions of past events might 
exist  

- Begin to evaluate the 
usefulness of different sources 

 

- Compare accounts of events 
from different sources 
whether they be fact or 
fiction 

- Offer some reasons for why 
there are different versions of 
events  

- Evaluate sources and make 
simple inferences 

- Link sources together to 
understand how conclusions 
were arrived at  

- Consider ways of checking 
the accuracy of information  

- Be aware that different 
pieces of evidence may lead 
to different conclusions 

- Give some reasons for 
contrasting arguments and 
interpretations of the past  

- Recognise that some events, 
people and changes are 
judged as more significant 
than others  

Historical 
enquiry  

- Children talk about 
past and present 
events in the lives of 
themselves and their 
family 

- find answers to simple 
questions about the past from 
sources of information – 
artefacts, photos  
- choose parts of other stories 
and other sources to show what 
they know about events and 
significant people. 

- use a range of sources to find out 
about a time period 
- choose relevant material to 
present a picture of one aspect of 
life in the past  
- observe small details in artefacts 
and pictures 
- ask a variety of questions 

- Recognise primary and 
secondary sources  

- Use a range of sources to find 
out about an aspect of time 
in the past  

- Select relevant selections of 
information  
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- identify some of the basic 
ways in which the past can be 
represented. 
- ask and answer simple 
questions about the past using a 
range of sources 
- consider why things might 
change over time 
-  

- select and record information 
that is relevant to what they are 
learning 
- begin to use books and the 
internet for research  
- use sources to address historically 
valid questions and hypotheses 
- recognise why some events 
happened and what happened in 
result of them  
Identify historically significant 
people and events in different 
situations  

- Use books and the internet to 
research information 
confidently 

- Use a wider range of sources 
as a basis for research to 
answer questions and to test 
hypotheses 

- Choose relevant sources of 
evidence to support a 
particular line of enquiry  

- Suggest omissions and the 
means of finding out  

- Describe the impact of 
historical events and changes 

- Regularly address and 
sometimes devise historically 
valid questions and 
hypotheses 

Organisation 
and 
communication  

- Children talk 
about past and 
present events in 
the lives of 
themselves and 
their family 

- Describe special events 
- Talk about who/what was 

significant in historical 
events 

- Retell simple stories or 
events from the past 

- Use simple historical terms 
- Communicate their 

knowledge through 
discussion, drawing 
pictures, drama/role play, 
making models, writing, 
using computing  
 

- Discuss some historical events, 
and changes 

- Make connections between 
different historical events  

- Select and organise historical 
information to present their 
ideas in a range of ways 

- Use relevant historical terms 
and vocabulary linked to 
chronology 

- Recall, select and organise 
historical information  

- Communicate their knowledge 
and understanding through 
discussion, drawing pictures, 

- Discuss and debate historical 
issues 

- Acknowledge contrasting 
evidence and opinions when 
discussing and debating 
historical issues 

- Use appropriate vocabulary 
when discussing, describing 
and explaining historical 
events 

- Construct informed 
responses to historical 
questions and hypotheses 
that involve thought through 
selection and organisation of 
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drama/role play, making 
models, writing, using 
computing  

-  

relevant historical 
information including 
appropriate dates and terms 

- Choose the most appropriate 
way of communicating 
different historical findings 

- Select and organise 
information to produce 
structured work, making 
appropriate use of dates and 
terms 

- Communicate their 
knowledge and 
understanding through 
discussion, drawing pictures, 
drama/role play, making 
models, writing, using 
computing  

-  

 

EYFS  Unit Content specific vocabulary  

How have I changed since I was a 
baby? 

Baby, toddler, grown, changed, taller, shorter, walk, talk, crawl, eat, drink  

Why do we wear different clothes at 
different times of the year? 

Clothes, weather, warm, cold, celebrations, party, heavy, light, thin, thick  

What are our favourite celebrations 
each year? 

Celebrations, Christmas, Easter, favourite, time, year, month  
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Class 1 Year A Unit Content specific vocabulary  

Toys Rocking horse, dolls, house, tea set, toy soldier, wooden blocks, jack in a box, whip and 
top, doll, diabolo, toy ship, teddy bear, marbles, puppet, new, old, material, past, 
present  

Keeping in touch  Communication, oral messages, carrier pigeons, horse-riding messengers, letters, 
Morse code, telegrams, telephone, letter, mobile, internet, Royal Mail, 19th century  

Explorers- Edward Wilson and 
Christopher Columbus  

Explorers, exploring, expedition, Christopher Columbus, expedition , visionary, 
geographical, Asia, Caribbean, mariner, maritime, Portugal, route, voyage, The 
Antarctic, North/South Pole, Terra Nova, Ernest Shackleton, Robert Falcon Scott,  

 

Class 1 Year B Unit Content specific vocabulary  

The Titanic Titanic, 1st Class, 2nd Class, 3rd Class, spectacles, steward, port, starboard, captain, 
passenger, lifeboat, iceberg, voyage, engines, crew, luxury, ocean, capacity, navigate, 
wreckage, survivor, propeller, disaster, collision, unsinkable  

Travel and Transport – Emelia 
Earhart/local link to RAF Fairford 

Travel, transport, sailboat, Viking longboat, bicycle, penny farthing, omnibus, sedan 
chair, horse and carriage, hot air balloon, Mongolfier brothers, flight, steam train, 
George Stephenson, Stephenson’s Rocket, railway, car, bus, aeroplane, Wright 
brothers, Emelia Earhart, engine, petrol, electric, supersonic, driverless car, bullet 
train, space shuttle, helicopter 

The first moon landing  Orbit, Saturn V, Edwin ‘’Buzz’’ Aldrin, spacesuit, Pacific Ocean, Michael Collins, Neil 
Armstrong, Eagle Lunar Module, astronauts, moon, 8.17pm 20th July 1969, Cape 
Kennedy Florida, Columbia Command Module, engineer, Apollo, space flight, moon 
landing, NASA, discover 
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Class 2 Year A Unit Content specific vocabulary  

Ancient Egypt Egyptians, Egypt, Pyramids of Giza, coffin, cartouche, hieroglyphs, Nefertiti, Sphinx, 
Pharaoh, Valley of the Kings, Tutankhamun, Mummification, mummy, canopic jars  

The Stone Age Stone age, Neolithic, Mesolithic, hunter gatherer, Neanderthals, tools, Skara Brae, 
Stonehenge, isolation, short spear, community, sabre-toothed, handaxe, tribe, club, 
cave painting, Orkney Village, hammerstone, evolve, mammoth, tools, paleolithic, 
weapons, jewellery, canoe, flint, stone, Homo habilis, Homo sapien  

The Bronze Age and the Iron Age  Pottery, hill forts, armours and shields, farming and agriculture, stone circle, Celts, 
roundhouses, smithing, smelting, swords, daggers, arrow heads, mining, copper, 
textile, bronze, gold, chariot, weapons, ceremonies, warrior, trade, clan, wood, tin 

 

Class 2 Year B Unit Content specific vocabulary  
Roman Empire and its impact on 
Britain 

Pantheon, Basilica, barbarian, sewer, chariot, slave, villa, standard, toga, soldier, coin, 
baths, Julius Caeser, mosaic, aqueduct, empire, gladiator, coliseum, sword, shield, 
ampitheatre, Rome, myth, mythology, Romans, invasion, colony, Britons, Latin 

Anglo Saxons and Scots  Anglo Saxon, Alfred the Great, Edward the Confessor, kingdom, settlement, resistance, 
Bayeux tapestry, bronze helmet, coins, cremation pot, East Anglia, Kent, jewellery, 
lyre, Mercia, Northumbria, Offa’s Dyke, runes, St.Bede, Sutton Hoo, thatched wooden 
house, Wessex, Sussex, Essex 

  

 

 

 

 

Class 3 Year A Unit Content specific vocabulary  

Vikings Vikings, raids, invasions, Danegeld, Danelaw, Norse, Jorvik, King, freeman, slave, 
archer, Gods, Thor, Odin, Freyja, longboat, axe, sword, spear, shield, sword, coins, 
thatched house, horn cup, wooden plates, wooden spoon, jewellery, Wessex, 
Scandinavia, Norway, Sweden, Denmark, York, settlers, myths, stone cross  
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Victorian England – Monarchy, Crime 
and Punishment  

Execution, parliament, heresy, torture, traitor, law, police, prison, guilty, innocent, 
peelers, hard labour, transportation, picking oakum, treadwheel, shot drill, the crank, 
monarchy, reign, coronation, taxes, king, queen, prince, princess, rebellion, William, 
John, Henry, Anne, Victoria, Elizabeth, royal, assassination, throne, sovereign 

20th Century Britain – leisure and 
entertainment  

Technology, century, decade, entertainment, leisure, holiday, camp, FA cup, hat trick, 
broadcast, Charlie Chaplin, television, radio, the Sixties, football, talkie, World Cup, 
Butlin’s, Coronation, software  

 

Class 3 Year B Unit Content specific vocabulary  

Ancient Greece Marathon, democracy, Olympics, architecture, culture, Greek, myths, legends, beliefs, 
Athens, Sparta  

Mayan Civilisation AD 900 Mayans, sacrifice, pyramid, hieroglyphic, priest, civilisation, society, monument, 
temple, jungle, pyramid, ocelot, jaguar, warrior, king, codices, house, calendar, 
astronomy, stelae, corn, cacao beans, chili  

Local History Study – role of RAF 
Fairford in WW2 

Fairford, Royal Air Force, World War Two, aircraft, invade, occupy, Nazi, Adolf Hitler, 
Neville Chamberlain, evacuation, gas mask, rationing, munitions factory, Battle of 
Britain, the Blitz, D-Day  
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EYFS – UTW – People and Communities - History 

PEOPLE and COMMUNITIES CLL - UNDERSTANDING CLL - SPEAKING 
22-36 MONTHS 
•Has a sense of own immediate family and relations.  
•Learns that they have similarities and differences 
that connect them to, and distinguish them from, 
others. 

22-36 MONTHS  
•Understands ‘who’, ‘what’, ‘where’ in simple 
questions (e.g. Who’s that/can? What’s that? 
Where is.?). 

22-36 MONTHS  
•Uses language as a powerful means of 
widening contacts, sharing feelings, 
experiences and thoughts.  
•Holds a conversation, jumping from topic to 
topic. •Learns new words very rapidly and is 
able to use them in communicating.  
•Uses a variety of questions (e.g. what, where, 
who).  

30-50 MONTHS 
•Shows interest in the lives of people who are 
familiar to them. 
•Remembers and talks about significant events in 
their own experience. 
•Recognises and describes special times or events for 
family or friends. 
•Shows interest in different occupations and ways of 
life. 

30-50 MONTHS 
•Beginning to understand ‘why’ and ‘how’ 
questions. 

30-50 MONTHS 
•Can retell a simple past event in correct order 
(e.g. went down slide, hurt finger).  
•Uses talk to connect ideas, explain what is 
happening and anticipate what might happen 
next, recall and relive past experiences.  
•Questions why things happen and gives 
explanations. Asks e.g. who, what, when, how 

40-60 MONTHS 
•Enjoys joining in with family customs and routines. 
 
 

40-60 MONTHS 
•Listens and responds to ideas expressed by 
others in conversation or discussion. 

40-60 MONTHS 
•Uses vocabulary focused on objects and 
people that are of particular importance to 
them.  
•Builds up vocabulary that reflects the breadth 
of their experiences. 
•Links statements and sticks to a main theme 
or intention.  
•Uses talk to organise, sequence and clarify 
thinking, ideas, feelings and events. 
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ELG – Early Learning Goal 
Children talk about past and present events in their 
own lives and in the lives of family members. They 
know that other children don’t always enjoy the same 
things, and are sensitive to this. They know about 
similarities and differences between themselves and 
others, and among families, communities and 
traditions. 

ELG – Early Learning Goal 
Children follow instructions involving several 
ideas or actions. They answer ‘how’ and ‘why’ 
questions about their experiences and in 
response to stories or events. 

ELG – Early Learning Goal 
Children express themselves effectively, 
showing awareness of listeners’ needs. They 
use past, present and future forms accurately 
when talking about events that have 
happened or are to happen in the future. They 
develop their own narratives and explanations 
by connecting ideas or events. 

 

 

 


